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The House Committee on Education Strategy and Practices met earlier this week, discussing a 
variety of topics including start times for high schools, special education issues, and the use of EVAAS 
and analytics in education.   

The Committee heard a presentation from Dr. Kevin Bastian and Dr. Sarah Fuller with the Education 
Policy Initiative at Carolina regarding the correlation of high school start times and student outcomes. 
According to their study, later high school start times predict higher ACT scores, along with fewer 
absences, suspensions, and higher course grade results, for economically-disadvantaged students. 
However, there was no evidence that later start times impacted end-of-course scores. Dr. Bastian noted 
for the Committee that in 2014 the American Academy of Pediatrics recommended middle-and high 
school start at 8:30 a.m. or later, but also noted for the committee that barriers to changing school start 
times include transportation schedules and costs, after-school activities such as athletics and jobs, and 
parental work schedules and child care. One member of the Committee, Rep. Craig Horn (R-Union), 
responded that he was unsure if there was a role for the State regarding this particular issue, stating the 
state and federal governments should not tell local schools when to start, that this was the job of LEAs. 

The Committee spent the afternoon portion of their meeting discussing special education issues. 
This session opened up with a presentation of the Special Education Scholarship Grants for Children 
with Disabilities. Those grants provide up to $4,000 per semester ($8,000 per school year) to children 
with disabilities to pay tuition and fees at nonpublic schools, and certain other expenses related to 
educating a child with a disability. The program has morphed from a tax credit program as late as 2013, 
to a voucher paid directly to participating nonpublic schools, or as parent reimbursement. The 2016-
2017 budget appropriated $10 million for this voucher program, expecting to fund around 1,250 
students. 

The session concluded with a discussion of the 12.5% funding allotment cap for children with 
disabilities. Lauren Metayer with the General Assembly’s Fiscal Research Division provided Committee 
members with information regarding the current cap and what impact raising the cap would have, both 
on number of students served, and cost to the State. According to Ms. Metayer, there were 178,379 
students with disabilities identified for 2016. Under the current 12.5% cap, only 168,523 students were 
fully funded with 65 LEAs serving students above the cap. Ms. Metayer projected that in order to serve 
all identified students with disabilities, i.e. removing the cap, it would cost the State an additional $40 
million annually. Ms. Metayer also ran projections on number of students served, the number of LEAs 
above the cap, and cost to the State, with caps at 13%, 13.5%, 14%, 14.5% and 15%. Those projections 
can be seen in her PowerPoint which may be found here.  

The Committee heard from exceptional children directors of two districts concerning how the 12.5% 
cap is impacting their district. Debbie Johnson, Director of Exceptional Children Services in Burke County 
Public Schools, noted for the Committee that while her district has seen a decrease in overall ADM, it 
has seen an increase in students with disabilities. She explained to the Committee that the percentage 
of students with disabilities in Burke County Schools is far above the 12.5% cap at 17.34%. This 
translates in to 599 students with disabilities not fully funded in her district due to the 12.5% cap, and if 
the cap were removed an additional $2.3 million would be available to serve this student population in 
Burke County. Similarly, Dr. Nellie Aspel, Director of Exceptional Children Services in Cleveland County, 
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told the Committee her district serves a student with disabilities population of 14%, translating to a loss 
of $680,000 annually due to the 12.5% cap.  

The Committee also received a very high-level overview of EVAAS and the use of analytics in 
education from Vice President of Education Practice at SAS, Emily Baranello, and Jennifer Bell, Senior 
Education Specialist at SAS.  The presenters also provided the Committee with information on how to 
find and use information regarding the NC School Report Cards on the Department of Public 
Instruction’s website.  

The Committee also received presentations regarding the NC Promise Tuition Plan and 
competency-based learning at the university level.    

The Committee will hold its next meeting in November.  
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